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The Principles of Africana and Sovereign Theology 
By Salim Faraji (Notes)  

There is a movement among people of African descent in the Diaspora to reclaim 

classical and traditional African spirituality--ultimately this movement requires an 

Africana and Sovereign Theology. In fact this is the future of the Black Church in North 

America and churches throughout the African world! See my epistle to the House of 

Amen in Atlanta for an introductory discussion on Africana and Sovereign Theology... 

Greetings Sovereign Family! I appreciate Mwalimu Kwabena's thoughts, reflections and 

willingness to share and engage the New Dynasty of African Spirituality 

Movement/Society. We certainly are sorry for your unexpected debacle last week, but we 

are happy that you are safe and secure. Equally true we wish you could have attended the 

Akom/Heb Neter this past weekend. Indeed it was a great success and Dr. Jahi Issa was 

able to attend traveling all the way from the Washington D.C. metropolitan area. During 

our sacred event a second temple was officially inaugurated called The House of Light: 

The New Dynasty of African Spirituality located in the Inland Empire of Southern 

California. So we now have the founding temple of the movement The House of Amen 

and the first successor temple The House of Life. Dr. Lawson Bush (Nana Kweku 

Baakan) and Queen Ama (Dr. Tonia Causey-Bush) are the chief priests of the latter and I 

and my wife Queen Naa Lomley are the founders and chief priests of the former. We are 

looking forward to growing the The House of Amen: The New Dynasty of African 

Spirituality in both Atlanta and Baltimore. I am currently revising the HOA/L-NDAS 

handbook and initially I wanted to have it available for this past weekend, but I decided 

to spend significantly more time on it because it reality this document is much more than 

a "handbook"--it is also a theological manifesto! I have reviewed the dialogue between 

Serwaa and Kwabena and I intend to address the questions raised more exhaustively in 

the "handbook" as well as forthcoming publications on both Africana Theology and 

Sovereign Theology. Yet for now it is important for me to state that the foundational and 

classical texts, practices and cultural traditions for the HOA/L-NDAS are rooted in 

Classical Sudanic and Nile Valley cultural traditions. All contemporary African and 

African Diaspora religious traditions begin and find their historical coherence and present 

applicability upon this foundation. This is demonstrated with precision in Bobby Neeley's 

1988 work Contemporary Afro-American Voodooism (Black Religion): The Retention 

and Adaptation of the Ancient African-Egyptian Mystery System--a book that I look 

forward to re-publishing in the near future. The HOA/L-NDAS priesthood must 

demonstrate both theologically and in practice the dialectic between Classical African 

Traditional Religion and contemporary living traditions such as Akan, Yoruba, Santeria, 

Nkwen, Vodun, African American etc.. This means proficiency in the Pyramid texts the 

oldest corpus of religious writings in the world, and of course Africa's most ancient 

documentary source and the African American ring shout/Akan Akom/Kongolese 

Kalunga/Yoruba Bembe etc.. This ongoing synthesis of African spiritual traditions must 

always be brought in constant dialogue and exchange with the world and the existential 
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predicament of the current Africana experience. Malcolm X's own Islamic-based Pan 

African spirituality then is understood as an expression of this continuous, dynamic 

spiritual legacy realizing that the basis of African/African American Islam, African 

Christianity, African Hebrewism/Judaism is African Traditional Religion in expression 

and historical manifestation. Therefore the HOA/L-NDAS privileges African Sacred 

"Texts" both oral and discursive in the development of Sovereign Theology and ritual-

ministerial practice. The Bible, Qu'ran and other sacred texts although influenced by 

African spiritual traditions and culture are ultimately secondary and incidental to African 

sources. Yet we provide commentary, both theological and historical on other sources 

from the perspective of African historical, cultural and religious traditions. In a chapter 

that I wrote for the 1998 publication "Black Religion after the Million Man March" I was 

one of the first, if not the first academically trained Black Theologian and religious 

thinker in the history of African American religious thought to utilize ancient Kemetic 

narratives, symbols, and metaphors to interpret the African American religious 

experience. I am not being self-congratulatory is as much as I am consciously delineating 

a shift in hermeneutical approaches to the study and practice of Black Religion. This is 

important because Black theologians and religious practitioners have exclusively relied 

upon Biblical narratives and symbols to interpret African American religious experience. 

This places ideological constraints and limits the ways we view our unique history and 

the overall human saga. Our sole reliance on the Biblical tradition alienates us from more 

ancient, spiritually empowering and relevant African sources--Re-prioritizing the 

centrality of African Spiritual traditions and sources represents the initial step in the shift 

from slave religion and Black Theology to Sovereign Religion and Sovereign Theology!! 

Sovereign Theology stands upon the 18th century Zulu Declaration: I. I am. I am 

conscious and aware. I am unique. I am the face of humanity; The face of humanity is my 

face. The infinity is a unity; it cannot be destroyed. I am a constituent of the unity. I 

cannot be destroyed; The infinity and I are inseparable I am eternal; I am the secret that 

drives out all fear Perpetual evolution is my destiny I evolve forever, in response to the 

challenge of being human I have mind to light my path in the mazes of cosmic order...... I 

am sovereign of my life; My neighbor is sovereign of his life; Society is a collective 

sovereignty; It exists to ensure that my neighbor and I realize the promise of being 

human. I have no right to anything I deny my neighbor; I am all; all are me. I come from 

eternity; Sovereign Theology stands upon the Pyramid Texts: 

  

O Ra I am you and you are I. Rejoice at me and rejoice at my Spirit (Ka), for if you shine 

in me, I will shine in you..make me flourish and I will make you flourish 

  

I will ascend and rise up to the sky. I am the companion of the gods, the son of a god; I 

will rise and ascend up to the sky. I am the well-beloved son of Ra; I will rise and ascend 

up to the sky. I was begotten for Ra; I will rise and ascend up to the sky. I was conceived 

for Ra; I will rise and ascend up to the sky; I was born for Ra; I will rise and ascend up to 

the sky. 
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Sovereign Theology stands upon the Per Em Heru (Egyptian Book of the Dead) 

  

I am Ra coming forth from Nu, the soul that is divine, the creator his body. Abomination 

to me is sin, not do I look upon it, not do I cry against right and truth, I live in it! I am Hu. 

Never does Hu fail in my name that of Soul. I have created myself with Nu in my name 

of Khepera; I came into being in it in the form of Ra. I am the Sovereign of Light! 

  

Sovereign Theology stands upon the ritual hymns and words of power of the Akan 

Aboson, Sudansese-Kemetic neteru, Yoruba Orisha etc..It is the religion of the Sovereign 

who recognize that their lineage is Cosmic and therefore we are self-determining, self-

defining, self-governing, self-defending and self-building. Therefore in Sovereign 

Theology there are no oppressors, only opponents that must be bought into divine justice, 

harmony and balance. In Sovereign Theology we are Victors not victims. Our liberation 

is in the fact that we are essentially free beings--"The Universe I Challenge a Greater 

Being than me to Show!!!" 

  

Sovereign Theology stands upon the aspects of African American and African Diaspora 

Religions that reinforce these values and practices. Ultimately American Protestantism 

and Global Catholicism are antithetical to the emergence of Sovereign Religion and 

Theology among Africana peoples and therefore are entirely useless and inadequate in 

preparing us to re-assert our dignity and authority as human beings in the world--In 

Essence our Sovereignty!! 
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